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Operation

￭ Test window ownership

￭ Test scissor and stencil mask

￭ Test alpha (transparency)

￭ Test depth (z-buffer)

Blending or compositing

Frame Buffer Operations

Textured Fragments Framebuffer Pixels



Depth Buffer (Z-Buffer)

 Initialize z-buffer to zmax

 Interpolate z across the triangle

 Draw fragment if closer

if(frag.Z<Z[frag.X][frag.Y]){

Z[frag.X][frag.Y]=frag.Z;

C[frag.X][frag.Y]=frag.C;

}

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Z_buffer.svg

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Z_buffer.svg


Framebuffer

Example Framebuffer: 1440 x 900

Viewport

(256x256)

All coordinates are integers; 

they refer to pixel locations in the framebuffer

The viewport is 

the portion of the window 

that can be drawn in,

no pixels will appear

outside the viewport

Window

(512  x 512)
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Specifying Colors
• Specify color only on the vertices of a triangle,

instead of every point inside the triangle
• more efficient for the programmer

• For each pixel inside a triangle, compute its
barycentric coordinates

• Use barycentric weights to interpolate vertex colors
to a pixel



Shading
 Set the color on each pixel of the image based on how light

interacts with objects
 Shaders – combine lighting and material properties to

produce a color
 Different lighting gives different results
 Material properties specify how light interacts with objects

Apodaca and Gritz, Advanced RenderMan

Plastic

Matte

Oscar

Brushed Metal



Shading
 Input
 a point P on a surface visible through a pixel
 the geometry surface normal N at P
 the incoming light direction L at P
 the outgoing viewing direction V at P
 Output
 the intensity vector I=(IR , IG , IB) of reflected light viewed

through the pixel (that hits the film plane)



Lights

 Ambient light
 Represents a fixed-intensity light source

that hits all objects equally
 Used to uniformly brighten/darken the

entire scene
 Useful as a “hacky” model for indirect

lighting so shadows aren’t completely
black

 Directional light
 Lights all objects equally, but only from a

specified direction
 Infinitely large light & infinitely far away
 Good approximation to sunlight, because

the sun is far away and rays of sunlight
are approximately parallel



Lights

 Point light
 Light emitted from a single point in space
 Uniformly lights all directions

 Spotlight
 Light emitted from a single point in space
 Spreads outwards in a cone
 Angular subset of a point light

 Area light
 light emitted from a surface
 Objects behind the surface are not

illuminated
 Can be thought of (and treated) as a large

collection of point lights on a surface



Phong Reflection Model

 an empirical model, only an approximation of reality
 fast, and widely used
 models three types of reflection:
 Ambient reflection

an approximation of the total effect of all indirect lighting
(many bounces) in the real world

 Diffuse reflection
an approximation to dull/matte surfaces (such as chalk)
that reflect light equally out to all directions

 Specular reflection
an approximation to glossy surfaces (highlights) that
reflect most light out to the directions that are close to
the mirror reflection direction



Ambient Reflection

 shadows are completely black unless one does
something special to treat indirect lighting (where
light bounces around a number of times)

 could alternatively use a directional light with no
occlusion, but triangles parallel to that direction still
receive no light

 models a constant illumination independent of the
incident light angle, the viewing angle, and
occlusions/shadows

 objects are uniformly lit

I = ka IL
 ka - ambient reflection coefficient
 IL – intensity of the light source



Ambient Reflection Options/Hacks

( IR , IG , IB )= ( kR ILR, kG ILG, kB ILB )

 The incoming light intensity can be any color you wish
(ILR, ILG, ILB)

 The refection coefficients can be set to vary based on
color (kR, kB, kG)

For example, if the incoming light is set to white,
adjusting the reflection coefficients gives the object 
a certain color
But one could alternatively set the incoming light
color independently for each object as well…



Diffuse/Lambertian Reflection

 reflected intensity varies based on the direction of the incoming light
 reflected intensity does not vary based upon on the direction of the

viewer
 multiplies ambient lighting by an extra geometry term

 kd - diffuse reflection coefficient

 IL - intensity of the light source
 N - unit vector surface normal
 L – unit vector direction of the light source (from the point to the light)

N

I = kd IL max(cosθ, 0) = kd IL max(N· L, 0)

θ



Diffuse Reflection

 models reflection from a rough surface with lots of
tiny microfacets

 models the reflection of an ideally diffuse/dull/matte
surface, such as chalk

 Note how the shading changes as the light moves
around



Mirror Reflection
 Mirror - ideally smooth and specular surface

 Law of reflection

iθ oθ

oi θθ =

N

 Incident light direction L, surface normal vector N, and
reflected light direction R are all coplanar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
angle incidence = angle reflectionNotice the flipped sign between I and R when projected onto N.



Specular Reflection

 accounts for highlights on objects
 important for smooth glossy surfaces
 For a glossy but not completely smooth

surface, the microscopic spatial variation
of normal directions smooths the
refection function into a lobe

I = ks IL max(V · R,0)s

 ks - specular reflection coefficient

 IL - intensity of the light source
 V – unit vector viewing direction
 R – unit vector mirror reflection direction
 s - shininess constant



Specular Reflection

s = 1

s = 64

∞→s

Larger s gives narrower 
highlight

Converges to mirror reflection 
as 



Specular Reflection

 Blinn-Phong model - popular variation of Phong using the bisector vector
of L and V

 H = (L + V) / | L + V |
 more accurate than Phong for many types of surfaces
 reflected light intensity is still viewing direction dependent, since H

depends on V
 N∙H is always positive, so no need to clamp
 If the viewer and the light source are infinitely far away, L and V are

unchanged for all pixels and H only need be computed once for the entire
image

Is = ks IL (N · H)s
V

RHNL



Phong Reflection Model

⇒
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• One equation for each channel: R,G,B

Ambient Diffuse specular



Phong Reflection Model
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ambient light diffuse light specular light

 OpenGL allows one to independently set the
ambient, diffuse and specular lights, for added
modeling convenience

 E.g. to increase the diffuse reflected light intensity
of the whole scene, one only needs to increase the
diffuse light intensity without changing the diffuse
reflection coefficients of every object
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